ABSTRACT
Introduction : Database Recovery -A Background and Need for Improvement
Database restoration is an activity of replacing an existing database or creating a new database using a previous version / copy of the backup taken at a older point of time and using transaction logs and archive logs (if existing) to apply the transactions to roll forward the database to a valid and consistent state.
Restoration techniques existing in today's conventional data servers are restricted to the following models:
• Time-based recovery model, also called point-in-time recovery (PITR), which recovers the data up to a specified point in time.
• Transaction log based recovery model where database is rolled forward till the transactions from a specific transaction log file (Archive or unarchived) is applied.
• Change-based recovery model or log sequence recovery model based on the system change number assigned by the data server.
For any of these models to work, the database user or Administrator needs to be aware of the following three things:
• Timestamp information , in case of Time-based recovery model • Log file location and name information, in case of Transaction log based recovery model • System change number (SCN) or Log sequence number (LSN), in case of Changebased recovery model or log sequence recovery model.
The drawback with these models is that restoration of database without data loss is not possible unless and until anyone of the above three inputs is known accurately. If any of the above three points are not known accurately then recovery is not possible. For instance, if the user Joe knows that he had performed an EOD banking business operation on the database which has entered invalid data into the data tables on 23-4-2007 between 2 and 2:30 pm. But since the exact timestamp information is missing we need to follow an iterative process using a trial and error method to arrive to the right database state. In today's mission critical 24X7 database installations, the time lost can result in loss of millions of dollars.
Taking into account that most data servers today are becoming increasingly autonomic and business process oriented, there is a need to develop a new model where it is possible to do a database restore based on the occurrence of a business process rather than non intuitive data like time, log file name/location or system change number.
A business process is a set of coordinated tasks and activities, conducted by people and equipment / software, which will lead to accomplishing a specific organizational goal.
In terms of a database server a business process can be defined as a set of individual batches each of which can be further decomposed into a set of individual SQL statements. An example would be a banking EOD account balance validation batch process which would ideally consist of the following statements: NOTE: This batch is used only for illustration purpose and actual banking transactions may vary.
1) Getting the account details from the account
The core Business Process Based Database Recovery Model can be summarized in the following few steps: 1) An intelligent system which collects information about various transactions executing at various points in time and logs them in a system catalog.
2) Analyses the information collected in step 1 over a period of time to identify the pattern of the transactions executed
3) The pattern that the system strives to identify is number of executions of a specific business batch process, is this number greater than the defined threshold, time of execution, number of users executing the batch process.
4) Once a definite pattern for constantly executed batches is identified these batches are given some system name which can be later modified by the database admin depending on what these batches are doing from the business point of view. For example EOD_batch, HR_Batch etc.
5) The system stores recovery information for each of these identified batches which can then be later used to perform database recovery if needed.
The advantage of this model is that the user will no longer be required to remember non intuitive data like timestamp up to which the data has to be restored, log file name/location or system change number. Moreover the database server has built in intelligence to identify transaction behaviour, study the pattern among these batches and then storing recovery information specific to these business process to be used later for recovery. Another advantage is that the down time needed for restoring the database is reduced drastically since the trial and error approach followed by conventional data servers in the absence of accurate recovery information is eliminated.
Business Process Based Database Recovery (BPBDR) -An pproach

Algorithms
The Implementation can be divided in to two parts the logging & pattern determination phase and the recovery phase. Both the phases are described with the help of algorithms below.
Logging & Pattern determination Module Algorithm:
1. A database transaction T1 starts.
2. Log statements of the transaction in the system log table.
3. If transaction is complete go to next step else continue with step 2 4. Give the logged batch transaction a system generated name 5. Compare the statements inside the batch with previously stored batches 6. If statements are matching add/update information to existing batch, transaction details in the system catalog else create new entries in the system catalog for the batch and add details like number of users who have executed the batch, transaction logs storing the data used in the batch, commit time of the batch, data files storing data of this batch, SQL statement details of the batch.
7. If N (number of times the batch was executed previously) > T (Threshold value defined by the database user after which the user should be prompted to give the batch a user defined name since it has been identified as a frequently executed batch) then prompt the user for a name for the batch process else go to next step
Exit
Recovery Module Algorithm:
1. User submits a request to perform business process based recovery.
2. System prompts the user with a list of identified business batch process names whose recovery information is available in the database server along with the timestamp of the occurrences of each of these batches 3. User selects one of the business batch process to be used for database recovery 4. Database system fetches the recovery information from the system catalog pertaining to the selected business batch process 5. Database system verifies whether all the related objects needed for performing a consistent database recovery like transaction logs, data files etc are available, if available go to next step else go to step 7
6. Database performs recovery till the consistent point in time when the selected batch process was executed. Go to next step.
JAVA Implementation of BPBDR
Business processes are stored in the form of B+ tree. Records of the B+ tree are Business processes. This helps to store and retrieve business process efficiently. A business process is said to distinguished if it's SQL statements are different from existing one. So SQL statement(s) is chosen as a key of B+ tree record.
Data Structure's for Business Processes
If (ExeCount -Threshold) is not large then we use data structure explained in Table 3 .1.1 and if (ExeCount -Threshold) is very large in the order of thousands we use data structure explained in Table 3 .1.2. 
Interval Tree Data Structure for AboveThreshold_Updates
This field is a collection of some specific elements shown in Figure 3 .1.4. AboveThreshold Updates value is used to store recovery information. This information would be displayed in recovery table. System fetches this information to Display recovery table and perform recovery for a specific execution of specified business process. 
Algorithms
"Business Process Based Database Recovery Model"can be divided into two modules the Logging and Pattern Determination Module and the Recovery Module.
Both the modules are described with the help of algorithms below. Table; while Any BP exists in Log and Pattern Determination 
Configuration and Usage
Configuration and usage of Business Process Based Database Recovery Java API is very easy. It does not need any special software or Hardware. We have used Apache Derby database to store data so Apache Derby database server must run in your system. you need to import our Java API and your desired Business Process(s) only. Detailed Configuration and use is explained with the help of Allocate Banker Business Process. Allocate Banker business process is represented in the form of Allocate_Banker.java This Allocate_Banker.java contains SQLStatement, Reverse_SQLStatement, BP_Name,BP_Detail, Threshold_value, Args, and RevArgs fields. ExecuteBP() and ExecuteRevBP() are to primary methods of Allocate_Banker.java used communicate with Apache Derby database.
Load Business Processes on Buffer
Logging BP newLogging BP = new Logging BP(); BTree<String, BusinessProcess> Load BPs Load BPs = newLogging BP.LoadBP on Buffer(FileName);
Execution and Logging of Business Process
Allocate Banker newAllocateBanker = new Allocate Banker(); Vector Args = new Vector(); Vector RevArgs = new Vector(); newAllocateBanker.setThreshold value(1); Args = newAllocateBanker.getSQLStatement Args("Clear Water Bay", "C8392380567", "sta rosana"); RevArgs = newAllocateBanker.getRevSQLStatement Args("Clear Water Bay", "C8392380567", "sta rosana"); 
Experimental Results
We have derived a formula for calculation of optimal checkpoint interval. The Formula considers input failure rate, checkpoint overhead, redo time and number of log records as input variables. For check point overhead and redo time we have analyzed the effect of disk parameters such as sector size, number of sectors per track, spindle speed and log record entry size. The proposed formula has been simulated in java. The results are presented in a XY graph.
Proposed model assumes that plenty of jobs are ready to execute for a predefined time span. In this whole time span all jobs should be executed. We cannot continue executing all jobs without taking checkpoint because system may crash at any time whose probability of failure is already approximated. To execute all jobs successfully system should take checkpoint after a certain time. And if failure occurs in interval then redo should be done for not committed jobs. We have derived an optimal checkpoint interval on the basis of all factors that affects the length of checkpoint interval.
Let's assume Total Transaction time span in which all jobs would be executed is T ms.
Length of check-pointing interval: t ms. Redo time for each log record: t 1 ms. Checkpoint overhead: t 2 ms. Probability of failure during a single time unit (Interval): p Average number of log record instructions written in each time unit: c Calculated Expected Failure time during the transactions life span = T*p From the above assumption checkpoint overhead for whole time span T would be (T/t)* t 2 and failure cost would be (T*p)* t 1 *(c/2)*t. Calculated Total cost of transactions execution F(t) = (T/t)* t 2 + (T*p)* t 1 *(c/2)*t Say
To find the value of F(t) which minimizes t, we differentiate F(t) with respect to t.
From Equation (3) it is clear that parameters t 1, t 2 , p and c have a major impact on optimal checkpoint interval.
Simulation Results
From the Equation t opt = √ {( t 2 )/( p* t 1 *(c/2))} it is clear that t 2 , p, t 1 , and c are the parameter that affects the checkpoint interval. Parameters t 1 and t 2 can change on the basis of disk parameters such as spindle speed, number of sectors per track sector size etc.
Checkpoint interval should increase if t2 is increasing. Value of t2 itself depends on Main Memory buffer size and disk parameters. We have assumed that not whole buffer content is written back into secondary storage but only parts of buffer which is altered is written. For our experiment purpose we have assumed that on an average half of the Main Memory Buffer content is updated per interval. Our experiment in Fig 4.1.1 shows that as we increase buffer size checkpoint interval is increasing. It should happen because if we have sufficient buffer size then only we can keep all updates for an interval otherwise we have to take checkpoint frequently to make updates persistent. Disk parameters, log record size and log processing time are the major parameters which affect the value of redo time for each log record. In case of optimal checkpoint interval if redo time is increasing then restart recovery time would increase, it's an overhead for system. If we keep this redo time minimum we can execute more jobs. To execute more jobs we have to reduce restart recovery time, which can be reduced by decreasing checkpoint interval. The overall conclusion is that as soon as we increase redo time checkpoint interval is decreased. If we decrease redo time then checkpoint interval should increase. That's result of our simulation shown in C is number of log records written in each interval. We have assumed that in case of failure on an average c/2 log records are written. In case of failure for each log record system has to perform redo operation. So for large number of log records overall redo time would be long and for small number of log records it would be small. That's our experiment shows in Fig 4. 1.6 that if we increase number of log records checkpoint interval is decreasing. This experiment shows in Fig 4. 1.7 that for failure rate checkpoint interval is long and for high failure rates it is small that is desired. If failure rate is very low and we take checkpoint frequently then this is simply wastage of time. We can use checkpoint overhead time to execute job. But if failure rate is high and we keep long checkpoint interval then probability of system crash is high and we have to do redo work again and again. 
Conclusion
Proposed formula for optimal checkpoint interval has shown correct results with respect to the input parameters given to the formula. Verification of the formula is done by resulted graphs. We have presented a formula for an optimal checkpoint Interval which considers disk parameters along with log record processing time, failure rate, and other factors.
We have developed a Java API for Business Process Based Database Recovery which allows Database user to restore / recover database based on a specific Business Process.The advantage of this model is that the user will no longer be required to remember non intuitive data like timestamp up to which the data has to be restored, log file name/location or system change number. Moreover the database server has built in intelligence to identify transaction behaviour, study the pattern among these batches and then storing recovery information specific to these business process to be used later for recovery. Another advantage is that the down time needed for restoring the database is reduced drastically since the trial and error approach followed by conventional data servers in the absence of accurate recovery information is eliminated.
